V European Forum One of Us – Lisbon, October 30th 2021

Dear friends and colleagues,
We send you great greetings and support from Serbia and Alliance for life, regional association that
cooperates with Serbian state organs, local authorities, gathers a large number of non-governmental
organizations, has got a support from a business entities, and covers a lot of geographical areas.
This year we had a two big international demographic conferences, with “One of us” taking
important participation and contribution, where we talked about abortions being one of the main
reasons all nations in Europe are dying, meaning having more people dead then babies being born
per year. If this doesn’t change our continent will soon loose it’s: identity, culture, ethnic richness
and religion. First small nations will disappear, than middle ones and than large ones.
We have a lot of to learn from each other in Europe, having in mind our differences and deep
traditions. We have the same problem, we have same interests, we should cooperate and work
together - if not in all fields, but in a lot of them for sure. For the benefit of each of us, for the benefit
of all of us. For every born and unborn baby in Europe and the world. Life is stronger than death.
Without Christianity Europe is demographically dying. In order to survive, and for the good of our
children we should bring back Christianity, which established European culture and states, in the
high and honorable place it deserves.
It would be easier to count stars in the sky than to count gifts and blessings from Lord to each person
and nation. But, we are often ungrateful. Lord did not left us, we left him.
(today we can shout:)
Christ(os) ante portas! (but also:)
Antichrist ante portas!
To whom will we open our gates and our hearts? There is not enough space in one city and in one
hearts for two kings.
We wish you much success and health in your noble and important work.
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